
 

 E TOOK A GROUP OF MAD MIDLIFE KIWIS 
to Italy & Croatia two years ago, and it 
was so much fun that we just had to do it 
again. We’ll be leaving Auckland 
International Airport on Saturday 

September 2, 2017. And the itinerary that we’ll enjoy for a 
second time is gonna take us to not just ONE but TWO of our 
favourite locations. 

1 st there’s ITALY: Uniquely lovable Italy with its colourful 
history, its insanely good cuisine, its romantic music, its 
friendly locals. The name Italy conjures up 2000-year-old 

ruins … soaring architecture and museums-for-all … open-air 
cafes and restaurants … olive groves, vineyards and wine a-la-
go-go … picture-postcard Tuscan villages … gondolas on 
Venetian canals … and La Dolce Vita: the sweet life. 

2 nd there’s CROATIA: Its unspoiled coastline, its paradise 
islands, its breathtaking wilderness and medieval towns. 
Countless civilisations have imprinted this ancient 

corner of Europe, and whispers of the past seem to follow you 
everywhere you go. But there’s a tranquillity and an Olde 
Worlde charm that makes the region irresistible. And now, at 
last, we have the perfect chance to soak it all up … aboard the 
brand-new, beautifully-appointed cruiser: ‘Agape Rose’. 

  Imagine soaking up the atmosphere in ITALY … palm- 
         lined Santa Margherita … exquisite Portofino 
         … the picture-perfect Cinque  
               Terre … 

the historic walled town of Lucca … imposing Florence, with its 
Duomo Cathedral and Michelangelo’s David … the Leaning 
Tower of Pisa … medieval Siena & towering San Gimignano on 
the sunburnt hills of Tuscany … and let’s not forget Venice, 
with its canals and gondolas and Piazza San Marco. 

  Imagine driving through SLOVENIA … and overnighting 
in the elegant capital, Ljubljana, with its looming hilltop castle, 
café tables spilling into narrow streets, musicians and actors 
wowing passersby, and more. 

  Then imagine arriving in CROATIA … where the sleek 
Agape Rose awaits you … being welcomed aboard by the 
ship’s friendly crew … and being shown to the cabin that’ll be 
your luxury home for the next week or so. Imagine the 
mooring ropes being untied, and the Agape Rose moving 
quietly off along the unspoiled Dalmatian coastline to islands 
and towns you’ve probably never heard of but will surely 
never forget: Split … Trogir … Vis … Hvar … Omis … Pucisca … 
Korcula … Dubrovnik …  

 

RUSH AN EMAIL TO 
MIDLIFEMADNESS@TRAVELMANAGERS.CO.NZ  

OR PHONE DIANNE  
ON 0508 323 333 (TOLL-FREE). 

  


